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I. Introduction

This essay addresses global regulatory cooperation, its governance, its power dynamics, and the role of administrative law in the context of two important new initiatives, the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) between the US, Japan, and eight other developed and developing Pacific Rim countries,¹ and the proposed US-EU Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). While Congress has granted Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) to President Obama for both agreements, their ultimate political viability is far from assured. These two “megaregional” regimes seek to achieve trade, investment, and commercial regulatory and related objectives through a single regional institution covering a major proportion of global economic activity. The TPP agreement has been signed by representatives of the parties but requires domestic approvals.² Negotiations on TTIP are ongoing. While their ultimate political viability is far from assured, they represent major innovations in an era of important changes in the global economic and geopolitical landscape and weakening multilateralism. These megaregional initiatives represent the latest chapter in the globalization of regulation, a topic neglected in American administrative law courses, casebooks, and texts.

Jerry Mashaw has written a book on another hidden world of American administration and law—that of the 19th Century.³ This essay seeks to help correct a similar neglect. Much of his work has addressed state capacity to deliver regulatory protections and economic security to citizens, and the contributions that managerial and decision analytic approaches that constitute part of the internal law of administrative governance can make as contrasted with formal procedures such as adjudicatory hearings in notice and comment rulemaking and judicial review. Internally generated norms and methods of governance are especially important in the global administrative space, where regulatory bodies operate outside the system of domestic legislatures and courts and global equivalents to those institutions are lacking.⁴ As Mashaw observes: “[g]lobal administrative law almost necessarily imagines that there is a normative core of responsible and responsive administrative practice that can be identified and implemented without necessarily making administrative institutions accountable either to elected

¹ The other countries currently participating in TPP are Canada, Mexico, Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, Singapore, Vietnam, Chile, Peru and Brunei.
² For the text of the TPP Agreement (signed on 4 February 2016), see https://www.tpp.mfat.govt.nz/text.
representatives or to courts having broad jurisdiction to review their decisions,” since, at “the global level, these political and legal constraints hardly exist.” This essay discusses how the developing body of global administrative law responds to the challenges of regulatory globalization in the specific context of TTIP and TPP, including the contributions of US innovations in internal administrative governance such as RIA and quantitative risk assessment.

States seek continually to renew and strengthen their regulatory capacities in order to secure economic prosperity and protect their citizens against harm and insecurity. Under conditions of global integration, they cannot achieve these goals unilaterally. They must engage with other jurisdictions to promote global trade and investment and address transnational market failures. In order to enhance their ability to secure prosperity and protection for their citizens, states must surrender greater or lesser control over regulatory programs to other states through international trade and regulatory organizations, intergovernmental regulatory networks, or various bilateral arrangements. These global regulatory arrangements manifest in new form the iron law of regulatory agency: political principals can enhance their power and performance only by devolving more and more authority, regulatory technology, and discretion to agents. The history of administrative law represents a series of innovations to manage the progressively more serious agency costs that result. Global regulatory programs escalate agency costs and multiply the challenges for administrative law in keeping pace with ensuring accountable and responsive regulatory decisions. This challenge is complicated by the circumstance that regulatory authority is a species of power not only vis-a-vis the regulated but also against competing regulatory jurisdictions. The globalization of regulation accordingly generates geopolitical rivalry. States that dominate regulatory governance of the global economy can use it to advance their economic, ideological, and strategic interests. International regulatory cooperation inherently involves rivalry and potential conflict. The current arrangements for global regulatory governance also pose serious equity issues. By and large, less powerful states must dance to the tunes of the more powerful. The kaleidoscopic array of global regulatory programs exhibits a systemic imbalance between prosperity and protection, serving the interests of well-organized economic actors and disregarding environmental, health, and social harms and adverse distributional consequences generated by economic globalization.6

TTIP and TPP must be analyzed and evaluated through these positive and normative frameworks. Their primary aim is liberalize trade and promote investment through a broad suite of measures; reducing tariffs (to zero in the case of TPP); reducing very significant non-tariff barriers created
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5 Mashaw, supra note 3, at 279.
by domestic regulatory differences and impediments on trade in goods and services; liberalizing domestic regulation and administration including by promoting transparency and anti-corruption; addressing structural barriers including those created by government procurement policies, state-owned enterprises, and, potentially, state industrial policies; promoting development of global supply chains and e-commerce; coordinating competition law programs; and enhancing protection for investment and intellectual property. TTIP and TPP also contain measures to prevent erosion of environmental and labor standards as a result of enhanced economic integration. Equally important, TTIP and TPP provide innovative institutional arrangements for ongoing regulatory cooperation among the parties with a hub and spoke design comprising a central supervisory and coordinating body and task forces composed of domestic regulators in specific sectors.

In their scope, ambition and design, TTIP and TPP go significantly beyond previous regional trade-regulatory cooperation models such as NAFTA, Mercosur, and recent bilateral Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) initiated by the US or EU; they accordingly justify the label “megaregional.” TTIP represents an effort by the EU and US to compensate for their loss of preeminence in the WTO and other multilateral trade and regulatory bodies by leveraging their combined market power to promote neoliberal economic regulatory policies against the challenge of China and other emerging economies. The aim is not only to stimulate transatlantic economic growth but also to generate regulatory standards and methods that achieve global currency, potentially marginalizing existing multilateral regulatory bodies in the process. The US, in partnership with Japan and a group of OECD countries and fast-growing developing countries, through TPP seeks to stimulate the participants’ economic growth, promote its international economic policy agenda in the Asia Pacific, and counter the growing regional power of China, with the potential for using TPP as the foundation for an encompassing Pacific Free Trade Agreement that could include China. Both TTP and TTIP have attracted significant criticism and opposition in the EU, US, and some other TPP countries as industry-dominated ventures that will afford unjustified protections to intellectual property rights in foreign investment, harm labor, consumers, health and the environment, and undermine the authority of domestic political and legal institutions.

This essay first addresses the economic, geopolitical, and regulatory protective drivers of regulatory globalization. It then examines the various institutional forms that international regulatory cooperation has taken including the new generation of megaregional regimes, represented by TTIP and TPP. Next, it considers some of the structural consequences of regulatory globalization, including the imbalance between the promotional and protective functions of regulation, increases in agency costs, and the resulting challenges for administrative governance and law. It then considers these challenges in the
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8 Similar if less ambitious initiatives are in process in the Asia-Pacific region involving different configurations of countries.
specific context of TTIP and TPP, including their internal governance, their relation with domestic administrations and administrative law, and their consequences for nonparty countries. It discusses how megaregional regimes pose novel challenges for domestic systems of administrative law by further shifting regulatory decision-making to global institutions and creating potentially significant agency costs. It examines how familiar as well as new administrative law techniques can be deployed to promote greater accountability and responsiveness by global regulatory decision makers in TTIP, TPP and other global regulatory regimes. The discussion considers the importance of the internal law of administration, including US innovations, such as regulatory impact analysis and quantitative risk assessment, and how they can play an important and constructive role in the megaregionals. A conclusion follows.

II. Drivers of Regulatory Globalization

The different institutional forms of international regulatory cooperation (IRC), including megaregional initiatives such as TTIP and TPP, are discussed in the next section of this essay. All of these regimes respond in varying ways to three fundamental drivers: economic benefit, geopolitical considerations, and strengthened regulatory protections.

Economic benefits (herein of prosperity)

One driver of IRC, prominent in TTIP and TPP, is the economic benefits from initiatives to liberalize trade and investment, strengthen the regulatory infrastructure of global commerce, and address market barriers created by domestic regulatory programs and administration. Taken together, these measures can deliver significant economic benefits for participating countries.9 While estimates vary, an independent study found that an ambitious TTIP deal would increase the size of the EU economy around €120 billion (or 0.5% of GDP) and the US economy by €95 billion (or 0.4% of GDP) on a continuing basis.10 A Brookings analysis of TPP estimated that it would generate economic benefits of $110 billion annually for the participating countries, with global benefits of $295 billion.11

Liberalization of domestic regulatory programs and their governance can also generate broader political and societal benefits by dislodging factional entrenchment. The Abe administration plans ambitious implementation of TPP in Japan in order to open up competition in agriculture, insurance, medical services and other sectors, and a similar agenda is under consideration by leaderships in Europe.

10 European Commission, Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: The Economic Analysis Explained (2013). The study provides some assessments of the sectors that are likely to benefit most from TTIP, which include metal products (exports up 12%), processed foods (+9%), chemicals (+9%), other manufactured goods (+6%), other transport equipment (+6%), and especially motor vehicles (40%). See also Jacques Pelkmans et al., The Impact of TTIP The Underlying Economic Model and Comparisons, CEPS Special Report 93 (October 2014).
11 Joshua P Meltzer, From Trans-Pacific Partnership to a free trade agreement of the Asia Pacific?, Brookings Institution, May 2015.
Enhanced legal protections for investment and intellectual property, however, have stirred widespread controversy and criticism. All parties generally benefit from removal of regulatory impediments to trade; the distribution of benefits from investment and intellectual property protection measures is typically far more one-sided.

**Geopolitical objectives (herein of strategic power)**

A second driver for IRC initiatives is strategic.\(^{12}\) Powerful jurisdictions use global regulatory initiatives to secure their interests and those of their most politically influential constituencies, and to extend and embed their dominant paradigms of state and economy. Leveraging their economic and strategic clout, they seek to promote broader adoption of their preferred regulatory agendas and approaches, to gain a greater share of the joint benefits from regulatory cooperation (see the TTIP and TPP investment and intellectual property provisions), and to enhance their firms’ global competitive positions. Other countries may adopt the standards of dominant jurisdictions to access their markets. Multinational firms have incentives based on logics of standardization and network effects to adhere to standards adopted by a jurisdiction with a major share of the market for products and services sold in other jurisdictions (the California or Brussels effect).\(^{13}\) Such standards tend to: be adopted by other international regulatory bodies, become a condition of development assistance, be promoted through global financial bodies and bilateral development assistance programs, and be adopted “off the shelf” by other states, especially those with limited administrative capacities.

The US, in alliance with Western European countries, has long dominated international economic policy through multilateral regimes promoting a liberal regulatory agenda. The rise of China, India, Brazil, and other emerging economies, the dramatic rise of South-South investment flows, and initiatives such as the BRICS New Development Bank and China’s Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank, have eroded the power of the US and its allies and significantly changed the geopolitical landscape.\(^{14}\) In response the US and EU have shifted from established multilateral approaches to plurilateral and bilateral initiatives, now including TPP and TTIP, in which they exercise greater leverage. Eyal Benvenisti and George Downs have characterized this approach as a “divide and rule” strategy.\(^{15}\)

---


Strengthening regulatory capacity (herein of protection)

A third driver of IRC is strengthening the capacity of states to deliver effective regulatory protection to their citizens. The ever-growing global economic activity generated by the regulatory standards and infrastructures in support of global investment, trade, commerce, generates growing harms caused by uncorrected market failures operating on a broader scale. At the same time, global economic integration, technological changes, and the rise of global supply chains as well as the mobility of investment have undermined the ability of states acting unilaterally to protect their citizens. Regulatory failures in one jurisdictions spill over into others in the form of financial contagion, unsafe products, pollution and climate change, and illicit trans-border activities. Intergovernmental cooperation is needed to muster the regulatory capacities to fill the regulatory gaps. Securing global public goods such as climate protection and financial stability will require cooperation among all major jurisdictions. In order to carry out their missions, domestic regulators who would otherwise prefer not to cede or share authority may be persuaded or forced to do so.

The market failures generated by global economic integration and growth and the regulatory challenges in addressing them can be grouped in four categories:

1. Protecting consumers against health, safety, environmental and other risks associated with cross-border movements of goods and services through global supply chains and services networks.

2. Addressing pollution, pandemics, climate change, and other ills generated by inadequately regulated production and process methods (PPMs) in other countries.

3. Dealing with risks of financial instability generated by weaknesses in domestic regulatory systems and lack of transnational consistency and effective enforcement.

4. Illicit cross-border transactions such as money laundering, terrorism, corruption, human trafficking, and the drug trade.

By their very character, such ills cannot be addressed effectively by uncoordinated measures adopted by individual states.

The first of the four types of problems outlined above is most relevant to those global regulatory bodies, including TTIP and TPP, which focus on regulatory standards governing international trade in goods and services. Although the primary drivers for TPP and TTIP have been economic and geopolitical, they can also promote more protective regulation of internationally traded goods and services, and recently have been defended on this ground. Collaboration among regulators can achieve scale economies in gathering information, collaborative learning regarding best regulatory practices and
decisional tools, and build the knowledge base for effective regulation. Coordination in enforcement is often necessary to make regulation of cross-border flows of goods, services, and financing effective.

Developed countries have also sometimes sought to leverage the market access elements in IRC regimes in order to promote stronger environmental and labor regulation by developing country parties. The objectives are to prevent leakage of investment to jurisdictions with laxer regulatory standards and to address concerns of developed countries’ firms and workers over international competitiveness. The environmental and labor provisions in NAFTA and TPP reflect these objectives and also respond to concerns of NGOs and organized labor with environmental and working conditions abroad.

III. Megaregional and other regimes for intergovernmental regulatory cooperation

Regulatory globalization has resulted from the accumulation of discrete, largely uncoordinated initiatives by powerful countries, non-state actors, and international organizations to address specific promotional or protective objectives in different sectors of global economic activity. These regulatory cooperation initiatives have taken a variety of institutional forms:

- Free trade agreements (FTAs) that impose substantive disciplines (such as national treatment and evidence-based environmental health and safety regulation of foods and crops) and procedural requirements (such as transparency) on domestic regulatory measures and administrations to prevent protectionism and remove other trade impediments.

- Intergovernmental bodies include that set and promote implementation of regulatory standards in specific sectors, ranging from banking, to money laundering, to food safety.

- Various forms of bilateral cooperation among domestic regulatory agencies, often informal, through which regulators in specific sectors may generate common regulatory standards or mutual recognition arrangements, share information and best practices, and engage in ongoing consultation. In some cases this cooperation results in adoption or incorporation by reference of private and hybrid public-private codes.

- A fast-growing array of private and hybrid public-private global regulatory bodies that regulate trade, financial, and other commercial activities in specific sectors. Other organizations founded by NGOs and business actors establish environmental, health and safety standards that operate through global supply chains, for example in sustainable forestry products.
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16 For discussion of democratic experimentalism as a strategy for collaborative regulatory policy learning, see Gráinne De Búrca, Robert O. Keohane & Charles Sabel, Global Experimentalist Governance, 44 BRIT. J. POL. SCI. 477 (2014) [hereinafter Global Experimentalist Governance].
Cumulatively, these various initiatives have generated massive globalization of regulation. The evolutionary dynamics of IRC activity and its distribution among these different institutional forms is a subject of the emerging field of global organizational ecology. 17 Megaregionals represent major evolutionary steps, of which NAFTA and Mercosur are early examples. TTIP and TPP are the next steps, responding to profound global economic and geopolitical changes and the erosion of multilateralism. TTIP and TPP have, however, quite different structures and reflect somewhat different trade and regulatory strategies.

Although TTIP involves only two jurisdictions, the EU and US together account for around 30 percent of global trade and nearly 70 percent of foreign direct investment. If the EU and US can succeed in reaching agreement on trade and regulatory liberalization and convergence, they will stimulate transatlantic trade and investment and strengthen their economies and geopolitical influence. Their standards could well become the effective standards for the globe. For analogous reasons other countries and international standard-setting organizations will also adopt the standards. The power of the Transatlantic Empire is waning, but together the EU and US might muster enough clout to leave a mark on global trade and economic regulatory policy and perpetuate their influence for some time to come.

In TPP, the US seeks to help strengthen Japan as a partner by stimulating liberalization of its economy and enlisting a variety of the smaller developing and developed countries in the region as a regional counter to China, and by establishing a template for an inclusive Asia-Pacific Free Trade Agreement. TPP enables the US to use access to US and Japanese markets as an incentive for the other TPP parties to adopt its favored regulatory and other measures as part of a single package this is the same “single undertaking” strategy that the US and EU used in the multilateral context in the Uruguay Round Agreements. TTIP and TPP together account for two thirds of world trade, putting the US in a position to exercise very considerable leverage if it can successfully orchestrate and coordinate the activities of the two regional pivots.

IV. Regulatory Globalization: Asymmetries Between Prosperity and Protection

The overall pattern of global regulatory cooperation displays a striking asymmetry. Regulatory regimes to promote trade, investment, and commerce predominate and are generally effective. Measures to afford regulatory protections in order to address the harms generated by the economic activities stimulated by the promotional regimes are, overall, much weaker and incomplete. The most powerful global regulatory bodies promote the objectives of dominant states and economic actors, whereas regimes to protect weaker groups and individuals are often less effective or virtually nonexistent and are

17 See Terrence Halliday & Gregory C. Shaffer, Transnational Legal Orders (2015); see Robert O. Keohane & Julia C. Morse, Counter-Multilateralism, in The Politics of Transatlantic Trade Negotiations (Jean-Frederic Moran et al. eds., 2015), 17.
thus unable to protect their interests and concerns.\textsuperscript{18} The causes of this disparity include not only differences in the power of the relevant public and private actors but also basic differences in the character of global regulatory coordination games as opposed to cooperation games and the two level structure of global regulatory decision making.

\textit{Structural differences in global regulatory cooperation games}

The regulatory games involved in promoting markets and in addressing their failures are quite different. Firms have strong interest in common regulatory standards and measures to constitute and facilitate the markets in goods, services, and financial products by aligning the activities of the various market actors involved. The structure is that of a coordination game. Many global regulatory programs—private, public, and hybrid—are focused on generating standards and other regulatory infrastructures to solve such coordination games. Developed country jurisdictions such as the EU, US, and Japan that place a high priority on protecting their citizens secure this goal by requiring imported products and services to meet their domestic standards but also by ensuring that standards adopted by global regulatory programs to solve coordination games serve protective as well as commerce-facilitating goals. Because TTIP and TPP are focused on regulatory coordination of trade in goods and services, they provide the potential for strengthened global regulatory protections in those sectors.

Such measures are not, however, an apt tool to deal with the other three categories of international market/regulatory failures, which originate in manufacturing, agricultural, resource, development, and other activities in other countries or in the global commons; financial practices by firms located elsewhere; and illicit cross-border activities. Here the relevant economic actors have no inherent incentives to follow common regulatory standards, but rather the reverse. These activities must generally be regulated by the jurisdictions where they take place. Many such jurisdictions, including less developed countries, may place a low priority on doing so and/or lack the requisite capacities. Securing international agreement on common regulatory measures have the character of a cooperation game in which there are competitiveness incentives for countries to free ride, either by not joining an agreement or shirking implementation. There is often no clear focal point for agreement on common measures, which is impeded by conflicts over the distribution of benefits and burdens of different arrangements. Effective monitoring and enforcement mechanisms or other compliance incentives must be deployed—a difficult enterprise.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{18} Remediing Disregard, supra note 6, 211.

\textsuperscript{19} Countries that adopt regulatory measures over PPM and other activities taking place outside their borders could seek to induce other countries or firms operating elsewhere to adhere to those measures as a condition of market access for their products and services. Unilateral measures to implement such an arrangement would be difficult to devise and implement for many types of problems, costly for the country imposing them, and vulnerable to WTO challenge.
TTIP and TPP are driven primarily by economic and geopolitical objectives. Proponents are also beginning to invoke regulatory protections for consumers as a justification for these regimes. They do not include initiatives to address the other forms of global market/regulatory failures, with the exception of provisions in TPP that require adoption of labor and environmental regulatory programs. It uses access to the developed parties’ markets as an incentive for the developing country parties to adopt such measures, but ensuring effective implementation will be challenging.

**Governance in two-level regulatory systems**

A second explanation for asymmetry in global regulatory programs, which in many respects complements the first, is based on the two level structure governance of global regulation, where governmental and other political actors operate both at the domestic and at the international level. Eyal Benvenisti and George Downs have emphasized that domestic executives inherently have far greater power in the construction and operation of global regulatory programs than do domestic legislatures and courts, and that well-organized business interests are also better equipped than loosely-organized consumer, environmental, and social interests to influence global regulatory decision-making. Business interests also enjoy this advantage in the domestic context, but courts and legislatures are avenues for influence by less-organized interests and provide a counterweight; these institutional checks are far less powerful and effective at the global level. The economic and geopolitical objectives of domestic executives and the interests of business actors in promoting trade and investment are often aligned. Acting together, they may be able to “launder” through the IRC process regulatory measures that they are unable to secure domestically, and have them adopted at the global level.


The globalization of regulation manifests the iron law of regulatory agency, which holds that steps by principals to strengthen their regulatory capacities generate correlative increases in agency costs. The United States, like other developed countries, has equipped agencies with a succession of new and more powerful regulatory technologies under what are in many cases very broad delegations of regulatory authority and lawmaking discretion. These steps have created ever more serious agency costs for their principals (whether understood as Congress, the President, or the citizenry). US administrative law has adopted innovations to manage the associated agency costs and secure accountability and responsiveness to principals by requiring greater transparency, participation, and reason giving for agency decision-
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21 The Emperor’s New Clothes, supra note 15.
making and expanding the availability and scope of judicial review. The agencies themselves often seek to control their own internal agency costs through a variety of internal administrative law mechanisms.\textsuperscript{22}

Mechanisms to limit agency “slack” (deviations from the principal’s interests and agenda) have costs of their own. For example, formal decision-making procedures and judicial review may impede timely and effective regulatory decision-making. In some instances, accountability mechanisms may make agencies less responsive to their principals.\textsuperscript{23} In serving its dual functions of enhancing regulatory capacity and managing the agency costs thereby created, administrative law ideally should aim to balance the marginal costs of new measures to control agency costs against their marginal benefits; this optimum can hardly be achieved.

Global regulatory programs and institutions represent a further step in the development of states’ regulatory capacities. Like previous innovations, they have created new and significant agency costs and consequent opportunities and challenges for administrative law. Global regulatory bodies often enjoy substantial autonomy and may pursue objectives at variance with the interests of their principals. The task of managing agency costs is greatly complicated by multiple principals, the variety of organizational forms for IRC, and the fact that they operate in a fluid and variegated global administrative space radically different from established domestic government structures.\textsuperscript{24} Where one or a few powerful states are able to dominate global agencies’ decision-making by virtue of establishing, funding them, and otherwise supporting them, they may successfully manage their agents. The smaller countries parties to these regimes, on the other hand, face acute agency problems. The recent shift by the EU and US from multilateral to bilateral and megaregional regimes intensifies such problems. The circumstance of countries that are not party to megaregional regimes such as TTIP and TPP is even less favorable. They are not even nominal principals, yet the megaregional institutions’ decisions can have powerful consequences, good and bad, on their fates.

Beyond the governments that are parties (or not) to global IRC regimes are the interests and concerns of their citizens and non-state actors including business representatives at domestic and transnational NGOs speaking on behalf environmental, consumer and social interests. How far can mechanisms of administrative law, analogous to those developed at the domestic level in advanced countries, be developed to promote a degree of responsiveness and accountability by global regulatory decision makers to these constituencies? This is a task for global administrative law (GAL).

VI. Addressing the Challenges of Megaregional Governance

\textsuperscript{22} See, e.g., JERRY MASHAW, BUREAUCRATIC JUSTICE: MANAGING SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY CLAIMS (1985).

\textsuperscript{23} Jacob E. Gerson and Matthew C. Stephenson, \textit{Over-Accountability} , 6 J. L. ANALYSIS 185 (2014).

\textsuperscript{24} The US system of congressional-executive government also presents a problem of multiple principals, but one quite different from those presented in global regulatory bodies.
The governance issues associated with TTIP, TPP, and other institutionally complex IRC bodies, fall along three dimensions: horizontal structures and procedures for IRC decision-making; vertical relations between IRC decisional processes and their regulatory outputs and domestic regulatory structures, decisional processes, and measures; and external impacts of IRC regimes on and their relations with jurisdictions that are not members of the cooperation regime. The interplay among these elements shapes the performance of the IRC regime and its consequences for the welfare and concerns of diverse individuals and actors across many jurisdictions.

The horizontal dimension: decision-making structures and procedures

The decision-making processes of the global regulatory body must secure its primary mission of reaching agreement on regulatory measures. The primary objective of TTIP and TPP is to promote two analytically distinct but functionally related types of objectives. One is to reduce the barriers and cost burdens on international trade and investment created by different regulatory measures and methods in different countries. The second is regulatory liberalization: to eliminate or reduce the impediments and risks of protectionism closed by regulatory decisions and measures that are not substantially justified by legitimate regulatory objectives, and by opaque domestic systems of administrative regulatory governance that are difficult to navigate and foster arbitrary decision-making. Both of which have high potential for protectionism.

Efforts to advance these two objectives through IRC confront a variety of obstacles, including affected differences among participating jurisdictions in their economic, social, and political circumstances; in their established standards and modes of regulation (including conformity determinations and implementation and enforcement arrangements); in their regulatory preferences; in their decision-making institutions and procedures; and in their underlying regulatory cultures.25 The sheer and often inevitable complexity of many regulatory programs adds to these challenges. Changes in existing arrangements involve adjustment costs for regulators and the regulated, and draw opposition from adversely affected interest groups. Moreover, the costs and benefits of new measures may vary appreciably across countries. Large differences in levels of development among the parties, as in TPP, make regulatory convergence more difficult. Even if the parties have similar levels of development and have already achieved a high degree of integration, as in the EU-US case, differences in risk preferences and long-entrenched regulatory approaches and cultures can create substantial obstacles. Regulators resist loss of decisional autonomy and changes in established regulatory ways, and are unlikely to be motivated by general benefits to the economy from regulatory cooperation.

The familiar tools for IRC to address differences in substantive regulatory measures include harmonization or approximation of standards and conformity assessment criteria and methods, and mutual recognition agreements, usually involving two parties, under which each agrees to accept products or services that complies with the other’s substantive or conformity assessment requirements; depending on the agreed arrangement, compliance may be determined by an authority of the originating or of the receiving country or by a private entity. In addition, IRC often involves processes such as intensive consultation and information sharing between the respective regulatory authorities. These measures may secure agreement on convergent regulatory measures and methods or in other ways reduce impediments to trade created by different regulatory systems; they may also promote liberalization in regulatory measures and administrative systems.

TTIP and TPP reflect a new level of ambition, proposing cooperation through joint use by regulators of RIA and risk assessment and other evidence-based decisional methodologies. If successfully deployed on a joint and cooperative basis, these disciplines can promote both convergence and liberalization by revealing that particular features of existing measures are not necessary for achievement of the regulatory objectives in question, or involve disproportionate burdens. RIA can also promote consideration of alternative measures and arrangements that are superior. In addition, TTIP and especially TPP propose strong transparency and regulatory due process requirements for domestic administrations, going beyond those provided in the WTO agreements, in order to promote liberalization. Experience with the RIA/review processes administered by the U.S. Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) discloses that structured and transparent evidence-based analysis of costs and benefits of regulations and alternative measures can promote a better match between regulatory means and ends, and reduce undue regulatory burdens and rent seeking. On the model of US Executive Order 13,563, TTIP and TPP may also include joint exercises and retrospective review of the performance, including costs and benefits, of existing regulatory measures in order to determine candidates for revision. They can also stimulate cooperative programs to learn from the experience with different regulatory approaches in order to determine best practices for the future.

To the extent that RIA, risk assessment, and other analytic evidence-based methods for regulatory decision-making are adopted and successful in the context of global regulatory cooperation,
they would represent another striking global diffusion of US administrative law innovations, FOIA, notice and comment rulemaking, and environmental impact assessment.28

**Decision-making structures and procedures**

While the global-level decision-making procedures for TTIP and TPP have yet to be resolved in detail, they will include an institutional platform for ongoing regulatory cooperation in the form of a regulatory cooperation body (RCB) that will establish and oversee the implementation of an agenda for specific initiatives by sectoral working groups of domestic agency officials. The objective would be to steer efforts towards sectors and issues promising the greatest progress in agreements with high payoffs in reducing regulatory barriers and burdens. The megaregionals’ central RCB would promote use of harmonized regulatory decision-making processes such as RIA across regulatory sectors. It is increasingly recognized that regulatory cooperation must extend to the mechanisms and procedures for developing, implementing, and enforcing regulatory measures question work to bring about convergence between regulatory programs, 29 High-level officials would oversee the work of the RCB and the enterprise as a whole and could supply political muscle to push through agreements that the regulators in specific sectors might resist or be unable to achieve. An obvious model for RCBs is the transnational version of OIRA, which under Pres. Obama’s Executive Order acts as a convening and agenda setting apparatus for IRC initiatives by US federal agencies responsible for regulating specific sectors of activity.30

An important and innovative institutional feature of TTIP and TPP is the hub and spoke design that packages regulatory measures in many different sectors in a single IRC that promote agreement by expanding opportunities for horse trading and logrolling across issues. The central regulatory cooperation bodies that TTIP and TPP will establish can help realize these opportunities and mobilize ongoing higher-level political participation from the jurisdictions involved that will be needed in order to push the domestic regulators out of their grooves and break through bargaining impasses.31

**Opportunities for effective participation by affected constituencies**

In TTIP and TPP, as in other IRC bodies, the primary modes for deciding on common or coordinated regulatory measures and methods will be a combination of expert deliberation and
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29 Fernanda Nicola concludes that the relative lack of success in past efforts at transatlantic regulatory cooperation is due in significant part to neglect of this approach. Nicola, *supra* note 25.
negotiation, neither of which is likely to be successful if conducted in the open. Businesses have far more technical knowledge and experience regarding regulatory standards than NGOs and even many government officials. Business experts must often be at the table in order to produce workable and effective regulatory standards; they will thereby have a substantial influence on the policy elements of IRC, which typically cannot be divorced from the technical elements. Successful negotiation of agreements on global regulatory standards and measures requires a combination of expert deliberation and bargaining, neither of which can successfully be conducted in the open. But closed decision-making processes invite critiques from civil society actors, who have attacked TTIP and TPP for lack of transparency and effective opportunities for civil society participation. They argue that such processes give business undue influence, resulting in weakening of regulatory protections reinforced by “race-to-the-bottom” pressures in IRC.  

Thus, TTIP has been attacked as a “corporate lobbying paradise.” In response, officials have asserted that TTIP and TPP will not allow backsliding in existing regulatory protections. The environmental and labor provisions in TPP for enhancing regulatory protections in developing country parties are another response. Enabling civil society and third parties effective voice in megaregional decision-making is also essential, given that TTIP and TPP decisions can have very significant distributional and external impacts.

Many sector-based IRC bodies have internally developed GAL procedures for transparency and public participation in the development of regulatory standards and other normative products; some have also provided for decision makers to give reasons for decisions, and/or for some form of review of their decisions. They have generally done so not because of external legal obligations but in order to improve the quality of their regulatory products, promote their uptake by domestic officials and other users, and win acceptance by broader publics, especially when their regulatory decisions generate significant externalities and distributional consequences, as is the case with megaregionals. Measures for transparency and participation that unduly advantage business interests with greater resources will not
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34 See Pascal Lamy, Transatlantic Trade Negotiators Should Own Up to their Ambition, Financial Times, 27 Oct 2014. (Arguing that US and EU officials should adopt measures that preclude backsliding).

35 See Remedying Disregard, supra note 6. Demands for public governance procedures are generally absent or muted in the case of international bodies that adopt technical standards to solve regulatory coordination games and informal bilateral IRC arrangements.
satisfy these demands. The challenge is to develop decisional methods that will achieve inclusive engagement while still enabling technically informed deliberation and negotiation to succeed.37

IRC regimes including TPP and TTIP are public authorities and subject to the norms of publicness that call for decision-making mechanisms that consider and generate decisions that serve the interests and concerns of the entire public.38 States cannot escape these obligations by establishing and transferring decision-making responsibilities to global regimes which they govern. It is conceivable that a European court or the WTO Appellate Body might give legal form to these obligations. There are also strong prudential reasons for the new megaregional bodies to take steps to adopt GAL mechanisms to meet criticisms in Europe, the US, and a number of other TPP countries of secrecy and exclusion of nonbusiness voices.

The US notice and comment procedure, which has been adopted in a number of global regulatory regimes such as the Basel Committee, is one possibility.39 This process, however, is normally triggered only when closure has been reached on a proposed measure, and therefore may come too late in the process to be effective in influencing basic choices, especially in the context of multiparty IRC bodies. Also, civil society constituencies may not be able to exercise effective influence over the decisions simply by submitting written comments, especially when the decisions reached are not subject, as they are in the US to hard look judicial review to ensure that the comments were adequately considered. The emerging European version of RIA includes opportunity for targeted public expression of views as part of the RIA process, rather than after a RIA has been prepared for a proposed regulation.40 Structured consultations and other forms of engagement with “stakeholder” constituencies, like those followed in European governance41 are another option. Another approach is to provide, representatives of relevant constituencies a role in deliberations on proposed measures; the Codex Alimentarius provides one model.42 In some global regulatory bodies, representative of “stakeholders” serve on standing consultative committees but do not enjoy direct decision-making power. A practice of giving reasons for decisions, and provision for some form of review of decisions at the behest of affected constituencies can provide additional assurances that submissions on proposed decisions and relevant affected interests have been considered. Former US ambassador to the EU Boyden Gray has proposed that TTIP use regulatory

40 Meuwese, supra note 37.
41 See Bull, supra note 37 (comparing European and US approaches).
negotiation ("reg neg") to promote agreement on regulatory measures, pointing to its successful years on US reformulated gasoline standards that implicated the interests of other jurisdictions. The hub and spoke institutional design of TTIP and TPP would provide opportunities for experimentalist governance by using different approaches for engaging the views and concerns of diverse constituencies in regulatory decision-making in different sectoral spokes.

Another form of internal administrative law, the RIA process for examining the costs and benefits of proposed measures and alternatives, can also promote consideration of interests and considerations beyond those of regulated industry, including the environmental and social benefits that regulatory measures will provide. The Obama administration has estimated a social cost of carbon (SCC) that federal agencies must use in making regulatory decisions. The SCC is based on the effects of climate change not only in the United States but worldwide. Adopting such approaches to RIA in TTIP and TPP could secure consideration of social and environmental economic impacts, including in third countries, of regulatory decisions.

The vertical dimension: relations between IRC regimes and domestic regulatory governance

The vertical axis of IRC governance concerns the relation between the IRC institution and domestic legal and political regulatory structures, processes and measures. As in all transnational regulatory arrangements, there is recursive multilevel interweaving of initiative, influence, and response. Principal-agent relations run in both directions, between global regimes domestic administrations and societies, depending on the perspective taken.

The top-down perspective.

From the perspective of the global regulatory cooperation body, domestic agencies represent their distributed administrations, on which they depend to ensure effective and reasonably consistent of the agreed cooperative measures. In the context of TTIP and TPP, there are at least two important requisites for achieving these goals and managing the agency costs associated with distributed administrations. First, those domestic administrations have structures and procedures that enable them to implement such measures; second, mechanisms to ensure that the administrations in fact implement them with reasonable consistency. Achieving the first objective requires institutional complementarity, a functional fit between the globally agreed measures and the institutional structures and decision-making procedures in domestic administrations, as well horizontal complementarity across the different
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43 See Global Experimentalist Governance, supra note 16.
46 For discussion of the concept of distributed administration in the context of global regulatory regimes, with specific attention to private and hybrid bodies, see Global Private and Hybrid Regulatory Governance (Benedict Kingsbury & Richard B. Stewart eds., forthcoming).
administrations.48 In the case of TTIP, a number of significant transatlantic differences in constitutional and political structures in decision-making processes pose obstacles to deeper EU-US regulatory cooperation.49 The issues of institutional complementarity in TPP, with a much larger number of parties, are still more complex. The critical role will be effective coordination between parties at the RCB level, which will probably lead parties to develop domestic agencies like OIRA to develop the capacities and information in order to participate effectively in the RCB and implement agreed measures, including RIA procedures. Securing reasonably consistent implementation of the globally agreed measures and methods by the parties’ domestic agencies, which constitute the distributed administration of the global regime, also requires transparency and other institutional assurances of fair and evenhanded decision-making in the parties’ administrations; monitoring and review of their performance carried out under the auspices of the global body; and mechanisms to address implementation failures including peer review and dispute settlement. The WTO has a fully developed system that serves these functions.50 All effective global regulatory bodies have a wide variety of strategies and institutional arrangements for achieving the three requisites, although generally less elaborate and legalized than those of the WTO. TPP provides strong transparency and regulatory due process requirements for domestic administrations, going beyond those provided in the WTO agreements as well as dispute settlement arrangements that could address implementation failures.51 The analogues elements in TTIP are still in negotiating solution.

The bottom-up perspective

From the viewpoint of domestic legislatures, courts, and civil society constituencies, at the same time that regulatory globalization enhances regulatory capacity it shifts decision-making to global bodies and thereby compromises domestic political and legal mechanisms for ensuring that officials consider and base regulatory decisions on the interests and concerns of the entire public and are publicly accountable for their decisions.

Officials have made clear that TTIP and TPP measures agreed by the parties will not have binding domestic legal effect; formal regulatory sovereignty will be preserved. Where new legislation is required to implement such measures, opportunity for parliamentary scrutiny is assured. Yet under TTIP

48 For discussion of complementarity in the global regulatory context, see TIM BÜTHE & WALTER MATTLI, THE NEW GLOBAL RULERS (2011).
49 For example, EU regulatory legislation is adopted by the Council and Parliament on the proposal of the Commission, which prefers informal modes of consultation in preparing its proposals. Regulatory impact analyses ensuring public participation occurs only a later stage, and generally do not apply to the subsequent issuance of regulations. In the US, notice and comment procedures and regulatory impact analyses do not apply at all to congressional legislation, but do generally apply to administrative regulations. See Meuwese, supra note 37; see also Richard Parker & Alberto Alemanno, Towards Effective Regulatory Cooperation under TTIP: A Comparative Overview of the EU and US Legislative and Regulatory Systems, available at http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2014/may/tradoc_152466.pdf.
51 TPP, supra note 2, see Chapters 25, 26 & 28.
and TPP as with most global regulatory regimes, domestic officials, at least in the US, will typically have adequate authority under existing statutes to carry out the globally agreed measures. The exercise of such authority is in most instances subject to the normal requirements of domestic administrative law; in the U.S. these would generally include public notice and opportunity for comment on proposed rules, RIA procedures, and opportunity for judicial review, although a statutory “foreign affairs” exemption from notice and comment requirements has been recognized in some contexts. The effectiveness of these disciplines, however, is undermined by the powerful gravitational influence of measures already agreed at the global level, especially where, as in TTIP and TPP, the responsible domestic agency officials have already participated in the global level decisions now to be implemented.

Administrative law affords two basic responses to the challenges posed by the multi-level structure of global regulation. One, discussed in the previous subsection, is to follow a top-down approach that uses GAL mechanisms to structure and discipline decision-making at the level of the global regulatory body. The other strategy is bottom-up, to address the agency costs of regulatory globalization by unilaterally extending domestic administrative law mechanisms to participation by domestic officials in decision-making within the global IRC regime, or to develop novel techniques for scrutinizing, procedurally and judicially, domestic administrative decisions implementing the already agreed global norms.

Congress and the President have from time to time imposed conditions, including reporting, consultation, inclusion of civil society representatives in delegations to IRC bodies, and other procedural requirements on US officials’ participation in IRC decision-making. Federal courts have sometimes applied more stringent review to federal agency decisions implementing IRC measures. The D.C. Circuit expressed concern over delegating decisional authority to global bodies in denying legal effect to a decision of the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the Montreal Protocol in a case challenging an EPA regulation as contrary to the COP decision. These several techniques, however, have only limited purchase and, if pursued through the domestic administrative law systems of different parties to the IRC regime could undermine its ability to function effectively.

Democratic benefits for domestic regulatory governance

52 The exemption from notice and comment rulemaking and formal adjudicatory hearing procedures for “foreign affairs functions” provided in the US Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 553(a)(1), 554(a) (4) (2005), has been applied by courts in some cases to exempt from notice and comment requirements domestic administrative rulemakings implementing requirements generated by international treaties to which the US is a party, and any in one case even held that judicial review is not available. This exception, however, has not been recognized in other contexts, such as regulatory norms generated by intergovernmental regulatory networks. For discussion, see Stewart, The Global Regulatory Challenge to US Administrative Law, 37 N.Y.U. J. INT’L. L. & POL. 695, 722-732 (2004-2005) [hereinafter Stewart, Global Regulatory Challenge].

53 See generally, id.

54 For discussion of these mechanisms, see id.

55 464 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir 2006). The court’s decision found that the Clean Air Act had not conferred binding legal effect on COP decisions with sufficient explicitness.
A thorough assessment of the governance consequences of IRC, including megaregional, must also take into account the democracy-enhancing potential of transnationally agreed norms for domestic administrative decision-making. Thus, WTO provisions requiring transparency, participation, reason giving, and review for domestic administrations have served in some measure to enhance the quality and promote the accountability of their regulatory decision-making. As discussed previously, TTIP provides and TTIP contemplates procedural disciplines that go beyond those of the WTO agreements in order to open up administrative decision-making, expand participation opportunities, and otherwise liberalize domestic administrations. These arrangements can promote a democratic element in regulatory decision-making and secure rule of law values.

It is expected that TTIP will include RIA procedures that will provide opportunities for public participation in regulatory decision-making in Europe that currently are available only on a limited basis. RIA also promotes transparency and accountability in regulatory decision-making.

The external dimension: impacts on and relations with third countries and their citizens

If the megaregional strategy succeeds, the regulatory measures that TTIP and TPP generate will have substantial effects, both positive and negative, on countries that are not members. From the perspective of nonmember countries, especially small ones, these can represent an end run around multilateralism, enabling the US and EU to set global regulatory standards without the participation of most of the countries that in which they will be adopted or applied. As a result, these countries may well function as agents of foreign principals.

TTIP and TPP’s geopolitical logics and their ambitious agendas for regulatory convergence, market liberalization, and investment and intellectual property protections have generated substantial attention to their consequences for non-party countries and their citizens, as well as their impact on international trade and economic regulatory multilateralism generally. To the extent that TTIP and TPP promote trade and investment generally, all countries will benefit, albeit to differing extents. Yet, regulatory standards and measures could threaten other countries with competitive disadvantage or other adverse effects. The TTIP and TPP provisions for investment and intellectual property protections have been a flashpoint of contestation and resistance based both on their distributional consequences and

57 See Stewart & Ratton Sanchez Badin, supra note 51.
58 Meuwese, supra note 37.
59 See Keohane & Morse, supra note 17.
their intrusions on democratic government. Nonmember countries and their citizens accordingly have strong claims to some form of say in the megaregionals’ decision-making, which Eyal Benvenisti has framed in terms of fiduciary obligations to the “global others.” Robert Howse has addressed the WTO legal aspects, challenging the prevailing assumption that GATT Article XXIV, which authorizes regional free trade regimes that establish preferential tariffs among the parties, allows them similar wide latitude in adopting group regulatory measures without compliance with WTO MFN Building on Appellate Body decisions, and provisions in other WTO Agreements relating to development of international standards for domestic regulation. Howse argues that parties to FTA regimes must either open membership to other WTO members or afford them opportunities for participation in regulatory decision-making that will ensure fair consideration of their interests, and may not adopt measures that place nonparties at unjustified competitive disadvantage. These conclusions would have very significant implications for TTIP and TPP.

Participation rights for nonparty countries might include, among other mechanisms, participation in RIA procedures or regulatory negotiations; these could also be available to NGOs, business firms and other non-state actors, potentially through two different participation tracks, one for nonparty states and the others for non-state actors. Harmonization of preferential treatment for poorer developing countries has been suggested as a TTIP priority. Other commenters have spoken of an “open architecture” for megaregionals that would permit other countries to join at least certain parts of its regulatory cooperation and other programs; TPP is explicitly open to other APEC countries, no doubt reflecting a goal of using it as a base for developing an Asia-Pacific FTA. Another option is to negotiate parallel agreements with nonparty countries, following the precedent of the US FTA with Chile following on NAFTA. It appears, however, that neither TPP nor TTIP has yet considered or taken any position on these important questions.

National regulators must increasingly confront the consequences of their regulatory decisions for other jurisdictions, and of others’ regulatory decisions for their own. The RIA procedures proposed for TTIP and TPP include an analysis of the trade impacts of proposed domestic regulatory measures on the other parties. Analysis of consequences beyond trade impacts, and extending the analysis to include impacts on nonparty jurisdictions, would foster a more cosmopolitan perspective in domestic as well as global regulatory decision-making, with the promise of eventually developing more equitable, other-regarding domestic regulatory programs. The US social cost of carbon precedent indicates how use of
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RIA in IRC could promote greater regard by national decision-makers for the welfare of those in other countries.

**VII. Conclusion**

This essay has provided a survey and framework for analysis of the challenges that the growth of international regulatory cooperation in various institutional forms pose for governance and administrative law, with specific attention to the new megaregionals, TTIP and TPP. It has also analyzed the roles of GAL mechanisms for transparency, participation, reason giving and review and other techniques including RIA, risk assessment, and mutual recognition in promoting effectiveness, efficiency, and equity in global regulatory programs. Most of these measures represent an internal law of administration developed by global regulatory bodies in order to carry out their business plans and gain acceptance for their standards and decisions by other global and domestic actors. This essay also provides an agenda of both positive and normative issues for future examination. TTIP and TPP represent the latest chapter in the progressive development by states of stronger regulatory capacities, and of administrative law measures to manage the increased agency costs that inevitably result.

TTIP and TPP represent a demanding and fruitful testing ground for new strategies of global administrative law and regulatory governance. While the power that these regimes see to exercise justifies serious legitimate concerns in both the domestic and global perspectives, they could also generate substantial benefits, and not just for the parties. They are led by powerful Western jurisdictions committed to liberal values; their institutional designs are well equipped to incorporate consideration of environmental, consumer, and other non-business concerns as well as the interests of nonparties. Because TTIP and TPP are new and highly ambitious regimes, they have attracted exceptionally keen attention and sharp criticism; by the same token, they have potential to exert a moderately progressive influence on global trade regulatory policy and governance, even as they face resistance from China and other emerging economies.

Even if these regimes as presently proposed do not eventuate, or do so only in truncated form, the issues examined herein are presented in many other global regulatory regimes that have emerged during the past several decades and that will be generated in the future. Regulatory globalization will continue to intensify and deepen in order to address the opportunities associated with global integration as well as embedded problems of market and regulatory failure that have generated an untenable imbalance between the promotional and protective elements of global regulatory programs. Administrative law must adapt and evolve to meet the challenge.